M . E(. SUKDARESHAN .LSD >,I. A. L. THATHACHAR Abstracf-Generalized conditions are given for the factorization of a linear convolution operator in a Banach algebra into a cascade of two operators, one causal and the other anticausal, which has application in the input-output stability analysis of feedback systems. These conditions are an improvement over the earlier ones presented by the authors.
H in L? (i.e., H x ! t ) = h(t -r ) x (~) d r v r ( . ) E L?), Re H ( j w )
2 6 + w E R with 6 = 0(6 > 0) =) positivit,? (st.rong positivity) of H . Let, 63 denote the comnlut,ative Banach algebra of linear t.imeinvariant, bounded convolution operators in L?, with an identity E.
( B 3 , c C a 3 H E B . = ) H i s c a u a a l a n d 6 3 , , c 6 3 3 3 H ( B = , = ) H i s anticausal. It is easy to observe that Ca = BC U &. An operator H E 63 is said to be regular in Ca if H-' E B. Let a(@,@) denote t.he space of all continuous linear maps of (B into itself and let E, be the identity of a(@,@). Let P-be a projection on (B and let P-= E, -P;.
The problem is to determine conditions that are sufficient to ensure that,, for an operator X E 63, there exist e1ement.s 3 -and X + of (B where ( R ( E ; X ) = (EE -M-' is the resolvent, of M, r is a simple closed curve in the complex plane enclosing the spect,rum of M , and While this result is a fairly simple one, t,he requirement. of strong positivit,y prohibits many useful operators from being employed as multipliers.' Hence an improved result t,hat overcomes this requirement would be very useful and such a result is presented in the following lemma. Proof: The proof follows along t.he same lines as in [3] . The crucial step is t,he choice of r, t,he contour of integrat.ion in DTI, inside a simply conhected domain D in the complex plane such that D 3 u(M), the spectrum of X , but avoids the negative real line including the origin (for details, see [3] ). Now M positive =) u ( X ) is contained in the closed right-half plane. Also Jf is regular in 63 =) the origin 0, @ ~( d l ) .
Lemma
The 1at.ter asert.ion is a result, of the folloBring arguments. M is one-to-one=) O b g uP(X), the point spectrum; $1 is onto =) 0, @ ur(df), the residual spectrum; and M -' is bounded =) 0, @ uC(X), the cont.inuous spectrum (see Dunford and Sch*artz
is a closed set =) 0, cannot be t.helimit of a sequence of spect.rum points (for example, of the form { l!n}, n E J + ) . Hence a choice of r, as required, is possible.
The rest of t.he proof involves simple argumenk to show that log M (defined by DTI) E a, which will be omit,ted due t.o its being avail-
DISCESSION OF THE RESULT
The usefulness of the lemma imposing the condit,ions of posit.ivity and invertibilit,y on the operators M , which are intended to be used as multipliers, may not be apparent. unless one goes into the det.ailed properties of such operators. Kote that these are precisely the two necessary conditions to be satisfied by an operator 1l.i E B to be qualified as a "stability multiplier;" for an X E B, M -l E 63 is necessary for the system t.ransformation by the introduct.ion of M , without violating the nature of the input-output relation of the system [5], while Re Mow) 2 0 v w E R is the fundamental requirement in t,he multiplier theory [6]. Thus the import.ance of the present lemma lies in its assertion-"every stability mult.iplier is factorizable."
It i felt t,hat. the generalized condition for the factorizabi1it.y of multipliers provides an easy derivation by functional analysis techniques, for some of the basic results in stability theory. One such result is t.he sufficiency part of the multiplier version of the Nyquist criterion for systems containing an operator G E aC around .which a negative feedback loop with constant, gain in [O, m ), is built. Note the ease with which the following result can be established, using the positivity t,heorem [l] . The system under consideration is &stable if t,here exists an operator .If E 63 sat.isfying t.he twin condit,ions:
I t has been shown in many earlier publicat,ions [6], [7] that similar frequency-domain inequalities are also necessary for the system stability.
The factorizat.ion problem, besides being of crucial importance in stability t,heon., has been playing a fundamental role in various other branches of system t.heory such as stochastic filtering theory, opt.ima1 control, etc.
[ 5 ] , [8]. The main reason for obtaining the present. result in t e r m of t.he posit.ivity and the invertibility of operators, as has already been mentioned, is to exploit t.hese properties for stability multipliers.
However, it is easy to observe that a straightforward extension of the lemma asures a compatible factorizat,ion for every $1 E ( B , whose spectrum does not contain t.he negative real line including the origin. 1570.
-_
Proof of Theorem I: Suppose there exists a posit.ive-definite matrkx P satisfying the conditions of the theorem. Then (1) is asymptot,ically stable for a < k < b, and at least weakly stable at where A, b, and c are ( n X n), (n X l), and (1 X ni matrices, respectively. and realize the transfer function G(s) = c(Zs -A ) -% in a minimal way [2] . The circle criterion [3] proves asympt.otic stability in the large of the null solut.ion of (1) for all k(x,t) such that for an
is positive real. This is also the best stabi1it.y result that can be obtained from a quadrat.ic Lyapunov function; indeed t.he follon-ing theorem is true. Theorem. 1 : There exists a positive-definit.e quadratic Lyapunov funct,ion S'(X) = x'Px, with P = P' > 0, such that the derivative along the solut.ions of (1)
is negative definit.e for all k ( x , t ) sat,isfying (2) if and only if F ( s ) , as defined in ( 3 ) , is positive real. This t.heorem can be proved by means of the Iialrnall-Yacubovitch-Popov lemma [4], [5] and the necessity of the condition, which is of interest here, is actually contained in Popov's result that the Popov stabi1it.y criterion for nonlinear feedback syst,ems cannot be improved upon by means of a Lur'e-type Lyapunov funct.ion [3] . A proof of the necessit?: part of the theorem is given by means of the following lemma [B] .
Lemma 1 : There exists a positive-definite P satisfJ-ing the matrk inequality k = a and k = b, it is concluded that F ( s ) is positive real.
The proof of sufficiency of the condition cau be found in [3] or obt.ained by reversing the above argument. This yhon-s that. t,he results obtained from the circle criterion for the asymptotic stability in the large of ( 1 ) can be matched, but not improved upon, by the use of a quadrat,ic Lyapunov function.
